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About MasterStudio
Introduction
Developing large yet maintainable applications that meet or exceed
customer expectations is not an easy task. Out of the wide variety of
developer tools available, Omnis™ has always excelled in the way it
enables us to achieve this task. Over the past 30 years, Omnis has
evolved from a simple to use (yet limited) 4GL into a mature and
complete (yet complex) development environment. Omnis excels in the
broadness of its feature set, the powerful integrated development
environment, and the ease by which it integrates into available IT
infrastructures and platforms.
The creators of Omnis have been amazingly successful in keeping
Omnis in sync with developments in the rest of the IT industry. This has
allowed developers to keep their focus on the business problems for
which they provide end user solutions. In fact, a large percentage of
Omnis developers have their background and education in areas
outside of Information Technology. Omnis is an extraordinarily suitable
environment for developers who like to keep their focus on the business
problem. We enjoy sinking our teeth into software design challenges
now and then. But most importantly, we want to develop the best
solutions to fit the business problems at hand.

1.1.1

Omnis Studio

Omnis Studio brought object-oriented development concepts into
Omnis, while maintaining a high level of “forward compatibility”: Most
traditional 4GL commands from Omnis Classic are still available. While
this makes the transition to Omnis Studio easier for existing Omnis
Classic developers, it does have some disadvantages for object-oriented
developers coming from other development tools. The broadness of
Omnis Studio's feature set makes it difficult to choose the application
architecture, as there often are multiple ways in which the same thing
can be achieved.
Still, Omnis provides one of the most powerful Integrated Development
Environments combined with a powerful 4GL language that is much
friendlier than competing products. In many aspects, Omnis has stayed
ahead of competing environments, which are now mostly relying on
Java or .Net technologies. Versions 4 and 5 of Omnis Studio allows
Omnis applications to be integrated into these environments even more
DEVELOPER MANUAL
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easily, allowing developers to instantiate Java objects within Omnis, for
example.
1.1.2

MasterStudio

MasterStudio is a framework written in Omnis Studio, consisting of
several libraries, the classes of which form ready-to-use framework
components, allowing quick development of advanced GUI applications.
While MasterStudio was built entirely in Omnis, its main inspiration
comes from other frameworks in the Java community. It thus brings
proven object oriented concepts and additional power to Omnis Studio
developers.
Logical Tiers

One inspiration for the creation of MasterStudio was Apple's
WebObjects™. WebObjects includes Java Client technology that creates
dynamic Swing-based user interfaces based on business rules and the
“Enterprise Object Model”. The success of WebObjects can largely be
contributed to its pure object oriented architecture and its clean
implementations of established object-oriented design patterns.
WebObjects separates database logic, application logic, and user
interface logic into separate logical tiers.
MasterStudio offers a similar yet simplified architecture, where logical
tiers are cleanly distributed over separate Omnis classes. Table classes
handle database logic, aided by Omnis Studio schema classes and object
instances that act as managers for lists, records and individual columns
and fields.
Tasks handle application logic, where a separate task is instantiated for
each application context and each window context. Each context may
instantiate any number of objects that act as subcontrollers within the
corresponding context.

! The concept of contexts is further explained in chapter 4.3.
Window and menu classes provide the user interface, controlled by
object instances that manage these UI components.
1.1.3

MasterStudio Framework Layers

MasterStudio's classes are organized into separate Omnis library files:
one for each framework layer. The Base Classes provide a foundation
layer on top of Omnis Studio itself, adding MasterStudio's unique
architecture and a large number of application-independent reusable
framework components. These classes run independently from any
layers above it. Just like your applications can take advantage of Omnis
Studio itself, you can decide only to use the MasterStudio base classes in
your application, perhaps building your own framework of reusable
components on top of it (depicted as “Future Components” in the
following figure).
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= MasterStudio Framework Layers (colored blue)
On top of the foundation layer, MasterStudio provides a set of classes
that implement advanced framework components used for building socalled Master-Detail windows. These are windows that combine one or
more database entities that have one-to-many relationships. These
intelligent framework components are suitable for quickly building
advanced database entry windows that typically form a large portion of
Omnis Studio development projects.
PlanBoard for Omnis Studio is a framework layer built on top of (and
thus relying on) the MasterStudio foundation layer. It allows Omnis
Studio developers to easily build advanced scheduling applications.
PlanBoard's framework components can be used effectively without
detailed knowledge of MasterStudio. But PlanBoard developers do have
access to MasterStudio's base classes, should they need them.
1.1.4

MasterStudio History

The decision to create a completely object oriented reusable framework
in Omnis Studio was made in 1999 at VDA, one of Europe's largest
Omnis development houses, which was acquired by U.K.-based
Crimsonwing in 2008 (http://www.crimsonwing.com). For over 10
years, VDA had done successful projects and developed vertical market
solutions using Omnis Classic.
Omnis Classic

Since 1996, most of VDA's projects and products were built on top of a
common architecture, which brought powerful reusability by
implementing object-oriented features in Omnis Classic. Inspired by
object-oriented frameworks including those from NeXT™ and OO
implementations found in competing 4GLs, the development team at
VDA led by Mark Smit (who founded Master Object Consultancy in
2000) felt that implementing a clean OO architecture was a valuable
investment. Even in Omnis Classic, where this required quite a bit of
engineering.
This resulted in a single window “superclass” that provided common
functionality of typical application windows, including multiple tab
panes, master-detail relationships, searching, multiple-column sorting,
printing, etc. Delegation —a concept also found in other frameworks
and popularized by NeXT™— allowed developers to create custom
“subclasses” of the superclass. A smart mechanism allowed separation
of the code from the instance variables (then called format variables),
allowing developers to open multiple instances of the same window
“class”.
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The level of reusability achieved by the “superclass” in Omnis Classic
far exceeded VDA's original expectations, where eventually hundreds of
windows in tens of projects and products were using the exact same
code. All applications remained fully compatible with over a hundred
incremental improvements and enhancements of the superclass.
Strict separation of standard functionality (compromising about 80% of
a typical application) from project or product provided an
unprecedented level of reliability and maintainability. Developers were
able to quickly and easily switch between projects and development
teams, because all applications used the same foundation. Common
functionality was added to the superclass by a separate small
development team, which quickly solved any remaining bugs in the
superclass, leading to a noticeable decrease in bug reports and
unprecedented application reliability.

! Regardless of the huge advantages of applying “Single Point Of
Definition” in Omnis Classic, this “one window superclass for all”
approach means that the superclass becomes less and less flexible and
improvements and enhancement are ever more difficult to implement.
VDA's Omnis Classic architecture suffered from the Blob anti-pattern,
which is explained in chapters 3.1 and 3.1.1. Omnis Studio's stronger
OO capabilities allow MasterStudio to avoid this anti-pattern.
PlanBoard

In 1998, an internal project at VDA called for the implementation of a
graphical scheduling component. After researching a number of options
(including the use of externals, most of which were single-platform and
prohibitively expensive), VDA decided to build its own component in
Omnis Classic. Based on successful object oriented concepts described
earlier, PlanBoard reached a level of power and reusability that allowed
VDA to successfully sell PlanBoard to other Omnis Classic developers
all over the world who have integrated it into their own applications.
Master Object Consultancy acquired the rights to PlanBoard. The
completely rewritten Omnis Studio version has already achieved wide
acclaim from the Omnis community.

Master Object
Consultancy

In 2000, Mark Smit left VDA and created a new company specializing in
development of Omnis Studio frameworks, Master Object Consultancy
(http://www.masterobject.com). Since then,
Master Object Consultancy has invested heavily in the development of
PlanBoard and MasterStudio.

MasterStudio

MasterStudio is an application framework that was designed to offer a
clean implementation in Omnis Studio of respected object-oriented
design patterns (see chapter 3.1). Since we do not supply our tools to
end users, it has always been our goal to deliver a reusable framework
that is used by Omnis developers worldwide.
Rather than converting code from Omnis Classic, we started by creating
a list of hundreds of requirements and then creating a UML class
diagram based on knowledge of Java frameworks. We then spent
considerable time mapping the class diagram to Omnis Studio's built-in
superclasses, taking full advantage of Omnis Studio's built-in features,
while ensuring maximum performance and full reusability.
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MasterStudio Resources
This chapter lists resources available to MasterStudio developers.

1.2.1

Release Notes

This edition of the MasterStudio Developer Manual covers
MasterStudio releases 1.1 and 2.0. Differences are indicated where
appropriate. For the latest release notes, please refer to the
Master Object Consultancy website
(http://www.masterobject.com/masterstudio).
1.2.2

About This Manual

This Developer Manual is your immediate resource for technical
information about MasterStudio, although we have avoided
documenting all methods and parameters here, as you are often better
served by looking at the methods themselves. Below is an overview of
the sections of this manual.
Introduction

Section [1] serves as a general introduction to, and description of,
MasterStudio. It tells you what MasterStudio is and where to find
information. It is a recommended first read for all audiences.

Quick Start

Section [2] provides a walkthrough of MasterStudio for Omnis Studio
developers who have no previous knowledge of MasterStudio. In about
2 hours, developers build a completely functional Master-Detail
window.

MasterStudio
Concepts

Section [3] explains important concepts and design patterns used in
MasterStudio. Once you understand these concepts, you'll find it easier
to read sections [4] and [5], which discuss individual framework
components rather than global concepts. This section serves as a great
recap of subjects that were first explained during the MasterStudio
Development I training course.

Foundation
Framework Layer,
Master-Detail

Sections [4] and [5] provide a reference to MasterStudio components,
covering the foundation framework layer and the Master-Detail
framework layer, respectively. These sections serve as a reference for
MasterStudio programming, sorted by subject in order of dependency.
These sections are aimed at experienced Omnis Studio developers who
have successfully completed the MasterStudio Development I training
course.

Programming
Conventions

MasterStudio Class
Reference
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and other Omnis products from Master Object Consultancy. It also
provides guidelines for user interface design. In well-maintainable
applications, consistency is king. This is therefore recommended
reading for any Omnis Studio developer, but especially for those who
use MasterStudio or PlanBoard in their applications.
Section [7] contains an alphabetic listing of MasterStudio classes. It
serves as a quick reference for MasterStudio developers. Each class
refers to the appropriate chapter(s) in which it is described.
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Chapter 7.1 includes class diagrams that show relationships and
dependencies between MasterStudio's classes. This is especially useful
for developers who subclass or enhance MasterStudio's framework
components.
About The Demo Application

MasterStudio ships with a fully functional demo application. It contains
unlocked classes that you can use as examples for building your own
applications.
Libraries

MasterStudio is supplied in a folder containing a
demo library called DemoLibrary.lbs, an
OmnisSQL data file called DemoDatabase.df1
containing sample data, and two subfolders that are
further explained in chapter 4.2.2. To load the demo application, simply
double-click the DemoLibrary.lbs file, or open it from the Omnis
Studio Browser.

Demo Library

DemoLibrary classes (Omnis Studio 5.0, Windows XP)
The demo library contains only two classes that are part of
MasterStudio. One of them is the root context MoContextRoot, an Omnis
task which instantiates the “class broker” MoClassBroker that manages
libraries stored in subfolders and the classes they contain. These two
classes must always be present in your main library in order to take
advantage of MasterStudio for (parts of) your application. The rest of
the MasterStudio framework is located in the MasterStudio1 subfolder
(which may be renamed). This is further explained in chapters 4.2 and
4.3.5.

1
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! MasterStudio library and class naming conventions often use long
names that look best when the Studio Browser is set to Details view, as
shown here. See chapter 2.1.2 if you need help with this.
Opening the Demo Application

When the demo library is opened, its Startup_Task is instantiated. This
task contains custom code that instantiates the MasterStudio root context,
a task that provides basic MasterStudio functionality and remains open
as long as MasterStudio is needed. The root context instantiates the class
broker, which automatically scans the MasterStudio1 subfolder and
opens any libraries it contains.
Registration

When starting up MasterStudio for the first time, you will be asked to
enter your license information.

If you click "Demo" instead, you can preview MasterStudio. This will
leave most classes.

! With MasterStudio 1.x, if you have not entered your developer license
registration key, a reminder message will appear. To evaluate
MasterStudio without entering a license key, click the
"Try Unlicensed" button.

Unregistered framework message (MasterStudio 1.x)
1
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The Startup_Task then tells MasterStudio to instantiate the demo
application context, an instance of task class DemoApplication. The demo
application context tells the class broker to open the DemoModules folder
and its libraries. Then, the demo application context instantiates two
menus in the main menu: Demo and MasterStudio. These menus
provide a user interface to the demo application's features.

! The concept of contexts is further explained in chapter 4.3.
The demo library's Startup_Task implements the
$contextShouldConstruct delegate method. The concept of
delegation is explained in chapter 3.2.1. At the end of that chapter,
you'll find a detailed explanation of how the demo library launches the
demo application context.
Splash Screen

Splash Screen (first launch, Windows Vista)
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Splash Screen (subsequent launches, Mac OS X Leopard)
After loading the demo application, the Startup_Task opens an
appropriate splash screen. Note that the splash screen is actually
MasterStudio's OK message replacement, which automatically adjusts
itself to icon size, text lengths, multiple paragraphs, and button texts.
Chapter 4.8.2 explains these powerful dialog boxes in detail.
User Preferences

When you open MasterStudio for the first time, a folder named
MasterStudio Preferences1 is created on your local hard disk.
MasterStudio 2.0 or higher will automatically create a sub folder in the
preferences folder specific to the current Omnis Studio version and "first
dot" release, e.g. MasterStudio Preferences/OS43/ for preferences
stored using Omnis Studio 4.3.1. For Unicode-versions of Omnis, the
letter U is added, e.g. …/OS50U/.
The location of this folder depends on the operating system:
On Windows NT/2000/XP:
The application data directory in the user profile directory:
C:\Documents and Settings\Username\Application Data\2
On Windows Vista:
The user's local application data folder:
C:\Documents and Settings\Username\AppData\Local\3

1
MasterStudio 1.x used subfolder name MasterObjects Preferences. No Omnis
version-specific subdirectory was used.
2
MasterStudio 1.x used the root of the user directory:
C:\Documents and Settings\Username\MasterObjects Preferences\
3
MasterStudio 1.x used the root of the user directory.
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On Mac OS X:
The user's preferences folder:
~/Library/Preferences/
On Linux:
The user's home directory:
~/
MasterStudio creates a Prefs file named after the main library, which is
used to store user preferences. Like any file in the MasterStudio
Preferences folder, you may delete this file. It will automatically be
recreated the next time you open the root context.

! The preferences manager can be subclassed if you don't like the default
way in which preferences are stored. See chapter 4.5.9.
The Demo Menu

The Demo>Database menu allows us to connect to an
OmnisSQL data file. MasterStudio comes with
session subclasses for several databases that are
smart enough to open the appropriate login panel.
The Employees Grid and Planning List menu lines
allow basic editing of the database entities used by
the demo implementation of PlanBoard. Note that
these windows do not use MasterStudio's MasterDetail framework layer; they were simply based on
an Omnis Studio smart list and are similar to the
windows you could build using Omnis Studio's
wizards. Note that the table class on which these lists are based will
automatically send a notification to PlanBoard after employees or
planning slots are modified. This ensures that PlanBoard instances
automatically redraw themselves.
The demo menu contains implementation examples of PlanBoard for
Omnis Studio, an unregistered version of which is included with
MasterStudio. PlanBoard deployment licenses are available separately
(see the Master Object Consultancy website for details).
Remaining options in the Demo menu show an About… dialog for
MasterStudio, and allow users to switch to a different language.
The Exit option (called Quit on Mac OS) quits the demo application
context. This closes the corresponding task instance, but leaves the root
context and Omnis Studio running.
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The MasterStudio menu opens example windows that take advantage of
the Master-Detail framework layer, i.e. classes in the
MoMasterDetailClasses library. These windows manage occupations,
employees and their planning slots. Numerous screen shots in this manual
were taken from these windows to demonstrate MasterStudio's
capabilities.
Users do not need to connect to the database before opening a window
that needs it. MasterStudio's session controller will automatically open
its login panel if it cannot find the data file in its previously known
location.

OmnisSQL Login Panel

! See chapter 1.4 for a description of the user features of the MasterDetail windows found in the MasterStudio menu.
1.2.4

Code Comments

MasterStudio's unlocked classes contain code comments that supersede
descriptions found in this Developer Manual. In general, this manual
describes what individual classes and their most important methods do.
These functional explanations are not found in the classes themselves.
On the other hand, this manual does not describe how MasterStudio's
classes were implemented. This can often be best deducted from the
UML class diagrams (chapter 7.1) and from comments in the source
code.
Code comments often provide additional warnings and details about
expected parameters not found in this manual. For example, the
MoCommand object is initialized by the command controller. The command
itself is never called by you, so its $newCommand method has the
following comment:
MoCommand.
$newCommand

;
;
;

Only to be called by the command controller.
This method is called to initialize the command object.
The command controller uses a prototype object and then
calls this method.

Methods that are intended to be overridden contain a comment that lists
the parameters they receive. After overriding such a method, these
parameters must be added using Studio's method editor. Parameters
use the naming conventions described in chapter 6.1.6, from which you
can deduct their variable type.
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Superclass methods (such as the one below) often contain commented
code that automatically appears in the overridden method. Uncomment
this prototype code to quickly create the overridden method.
MoControllerFramesetDelegateSuperclass.
$framesetIsWide

;
;
;
;
;

Return kTrue if you want to use the wide frameset variety
(where the last pane is below the other panes)
Default: kFalse
Parameters: prFramesetController, pPaneId
Quit method kTrue

Methods that are final (i.e. not intended to be overridden) often have a
comment saying so:
MoControllerFramesetDelegateSuperclass.
$construct

1.2.5

;
;

Inherited from
MoBaseClasses.MoControllerPaneDelegateSuperclass
You don't normally need to overwrite this method.

MasterStudio classes, methods, and variables follow consistent naming
conventions that will help you understand their meaning. See chapter
6.1.
Training

As the “Quick Start” shows (section [2] of this manual), MasterStudio
can be used to quickly build fully functional and complex windows.
However, to take maximum advantage of MasterStudio's power and to
enhance it so it accommodates the developer's own needs, an in-depth
understanding of object oriented design and familiarity with design
patterns is required.
Taking full advantage of MasterStudio means having a solid
understanding of object-oriented concepts such as inheritance,
instantiation and polymorphism. Even if you are familiar with them,
these concepts can be confusing to developers who have a background
in procedural programming. Therefore, the first two days of the
MasterStudio Development I training course review these OO concepts
and show how they are best implemented in Omnis Studio.
The remainder of the MasterStudio Development I training course focuses
on the actual classes and implementations of design patterns in
MasterStudio, i.e. the specific framework components you'll use and
enhance to create your own applications. This part of the training course
introduces and explains concepts that are listed in sections [4] and [5] of
this manual.
1.2.6

Assumed Knowledge

This Manual

Sections [1], [2], [3] and [6] of this manual only assume knowledge of
Omnis Studio and of basic object-oriented design concepts. Other
sections assume that developers have attended the MasterStudio
Development I training course.

Training

Attendees of the training course need to either be experienced Omnis
Classic developers, programmers who have recently followed an
introductory Omnis Studio training course, or experienced OO
developers coming to Omnis from another tool.
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In all cases, we recommend attending MasterStudio training after having
at least two weeks of immediate exposure to Omnis Studio and its IDE.
Although they may not always point you to the best way to do things in
Omnis Studio, we do recommend reading TigerLogic's Omnis books,
especially Using Omnis Studio and Omnis Programming.
Understanding Omnis Studio's broad feature set will help you
understand and appreciate the added focus and value of MasterStudio's
architecture.
1.2.7

Advanced Reading

Although you don't necessarily need to fully understand it in order to
work effectively with MasterStudio, the book Design Patterns - Elements
of Reusable Object-Oriented Software by the Gang of Four (ISBN
0201633612) is invaluable for developers who design complex OObased applications.
In their book Anti-Patterns, Refactoring Software, Architectures, and Projects
in Crisis (ISBN 0471197130), William J. Brown et al identify typical
problems that exist in OO-based applications and provide means to not
only identify them, but also to solve them using refactoring.
During the final stages of MasterStudio development, the book
Framework Process Patterns -- Lessons Learned Developing Application
Frameworks by James Carey and Brent Carlson (ISBN 0201731320)
provided invaluable information that helped us focus on getting the
product to market. It is a recommended read for those who are
evaluating frameworks.

1.3

Framework Basics
As mentioned in chapter 1.1.2, MasterStudio is divided into multiple
libraries that each contain classes that belong to a framework layer, where
classes in each layer not only depend on each other, but also on classes
in framework layers below them. MasterStudio framework layers work
directly on top of Omnis Studio itself and only depend on externals that
are installed automatically by the Omnis installer.

1.3.1

Components

In software development, the word component is used in many ways. In
WebObjects Java Client (by which MasterStudio's Master-Detail layer
was inspired), a component is considered a part of the visual interface
such as a window, a tab pane, or a button. Components can be nested
recursively, thus creating complex user interfaces. This use of the word
component is similar to its use in Omnis Studio's component store. In
WebObjects and now in MasterStudio, component controllers manage
nested components.
Framework
Components
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In Omnis Classic, a single “component”, such as a window class, often
did many different things. It was difficult to reuse its code without
reverting to “copy and paste” or without writing “spaghetti code”,
where components called each other's reusable functions directly.
Omnis Studio and other OO-based languages allow you to divide
functions into separate objects, thus increasing the granularity of your
components and making it easier to reuse the same components in other
places. Each component can encapsulate its implementation to the
outside world, thus increasing reliability and decreasing the chances
that someone uses the component in the wrong way.
For example, the dialog box component in MasterStudio consists of a
window and a controller that manages the window. Together, these two
objects become the dialog box component. To do its work, a dialog box
uses other nested components, such as an expanding icon view, an
expanding text view, and a commands component that manages its buttons.

Buttons at the bottom are drawn by the commands component; on Windows
and Linux, the Save button automatically appears on the left.
The same commands component can be used to display buttons at the
right of a complex entry window. In that case, the buttons are connected
to different behavior. But they are still displayed in exactly the same
way as buttons in a dialog box. The buttons can be displayed
horizontally or vertically, in small or large versions. These visual
varieties are all part of the same reusable commands component.
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Buttons on the right are drawn by the commands component; on Windows and
Linux, the Save button automatically appears at the top.

After changing a single attribute, commands are displayed at the top.
Application
Components
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Library DemoMasterDetailClasses of the demo application, for
example, contains several classes that make up the Employees
component, which together can be used to create a fully functional
window:
DemoMdEmployeesDelegate, DemoMdEmployeesGrid,
DemoMdEmployeesPane, DemoMdEmployeesTable
These same classes are reused (nested into) the Occupations window.
Reusability

Components provide the reusability that you can expect from a
framework. Components can be enhanced and updated without risking
breaking other parts of the applications in which they are used. A
component has a well-described function and has as few dependencies
on other components as possible. Wherever you need to implement the
same function, you can simply reuse the component rather than writing
new code. This ensures that complex code can only exist in one place
and thus only needs to be debugged once.

! Creating reusable components requires extra up-front thinking and
design. Fortunately, MasterStudio comes with an architecture and
components where most of this thinking was done for you. Although
MasterStudio provides an ideal environment for adding your own
reusable components and for adhering to the “single point of
definition” concept, you are not obliged to do so. It is up to you to
weigh the advantages (reusability, reliability, maintainability) and
disadvantage (upfront investment) of creating your own reusable
components.
1.3.2

Base Classes

Base classes are found in the MoBaseClasses library and implement
components of the MasterStudio foundation layer. These framework
components are probably useful in any Omnis Studio application. Any
application that you build on top of MasterStudio depends on the base
classes. Other framework layers of MasterStudio (including MasterDetail classes and PlanBoard classes) depend on the presence of the base
classes library.

! A tip on finding classes: As described in chapter 6.1.1, classes use
alphabetic naming conventions. Classes that belong to a single
framework component appear together when sorted alphabetically by
name. For example, database session objects, their login panel windows
and the statement object superclass all have names that start with
MoDatabase. Any context superclass (for application contexts,
window contexts and custom contexts) has a name that starts with
MoContext.
Below is an overview of framework components found in the
MoBaseClasses library. Generally, classes belonging to these
components are prefixed with the same characters. These base
components are explained in detail in section [4].
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- MoBa…: Global base classes that other classes depend on. Provide
global constants, variables, the default class factory, and the default
GUI theme.
- MoDictionary implements the dictionary concept, where an object
can store any number of key-value pairs, where other objects store and
retrieve this object without knowing anything about its contents.
- MoNotification…: These classes implement the observer design
pattern and were modeled after the powerful notification center
concept found in NeXT™ (now Apple's Cocoa foundation
framework).
- MoScratchLibrary provides a solution that allows you to work with
any number of scratch libraries in which you can dynamically create
and alter Omnis Studio classes, even if your main application is run
from a central server.

Command Folder

- MoCommand…: Provide MasterStudio's implementation of the
command design pattern, where user commands are separated from
their views (command bars or menus).

Controller Folder

- MoContext…: Provides superclasses for contexts, which are tasks that
manage applications, windows, and other “parts” of your application
in which objects “live”.
- MoController…: Objects that each are responsible for managing a
part of the application or a part of the user interface. There are highly
generic controllers for managing any subwindow, and very specific
ones that manage a frameset, for example.

Database Folder

- MoDatabase…: Classes that provide database-related functionality,
such as sessions, statements, database-specific login panels, etc. The
table superclass MoDatabaseTableSuperclass implements Omnis
Studio's table class methods so it works with MasterStudio's sessions
and statements.

Manager Folder

- MoManager…: Manager classes that add functionality and intelligence
to MasterStudio's contexts and controllers. Managers typically solve
one specific problem, such as providing platform-independence
(MoManagerPlatform…) or providing a means to store user
preferences (MoManagerPreferencesLocal).

View Folder

- MoView…: A collection of Omnis Studio window classes that can be
used as reusable subwindows, without needing a separate controller.
Examples include an icon container that automatically grows
depending on the size of the icon and a text container that does the
same for multiple-line text. MoViewSuperclass is the superclass for
any window used with MasterStudio, providing default behavior
missing from Omnis Studio's built-in window class.
- MoWindow…: A collection of windows that are managed by
MasterStudio's controllers and are never used directly. They provide
the look of framesets, pane selectors, dialog boxes, etc.
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- #ICONS: This system table contains the icons used by MasterStudio.
You can use these icons in your own applications by setting the
$iconlib property of your libraries to MoBaseClasses.
- #STYLES: The base classes library includes a prototype for field styles
used throughout MasterStudio. These field styles were optimized for
use in cross-platform situations and improve on field styles supplied
with Omnis Studio. It is recommended that you copy this system
table into your own libraries.

1.3.3

Master-Detail Classes

Master-Detail classes, found in the MoMasterDetailClasses library,
implement components of the MasterStudio Master-Detail layer. This
framework layer provides a number of —largely interdependent—
components that allows us to quickly build fully functional windows for
managing database entities. Windows developed using the MasterDetail framework offer advanced features without any coding.
The words Master-Detail are derived from the built-in capability for
nesting master records and detail records, as is the case in many
applications where data entities (tables) are related using 1:n
relationships.
The Master-Detail framework layer allows you to quickly and easily
build anything from a simple pick list...
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...to complex entry windows (here showing the Occupations entity with
nested Employees and nested Planning Slots):

Nested Master-Detail window (Mac OS)
Master-Detail framework components provide all functionality needed
by these windows, including database access with automatic joins
between entities, record locking, multiple-column sorting, nesting of
framesets and tab panes, an interactive Find mode, incremental
searching, smart fetching of visible fields, dynamic buttons, automatic
context menus, status display, keyboard shortcuts, error messages,
multi-language support, saving of user preferences including screen
locations and column widths, etc.
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Nested Master-Detail window (Windows)
Once you create any grid-based window, its data can immediately be
printed as well:

Chapter 1.4 describes the user features of windows built using
MasterStudio's Master-Detail framework layer. Section [2] of this
manual provides a step-by-step guided tour towards building a
completely functional window using the Master-Detail framework
layer. Section [3] explains the concepts that make MasterStudio's
components work in such a powerful way.
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Below is an overview of framework components found in the
MoMasterDetailClasses library. Corresponding alphabetic characters
precede classes belonging to these components. Unless noted otherwise,
individual components are explained in detail in section [5].
Base Folder
Controller & View
Folders

- MoMd…: Global classes that other Master-Detail classes depend on.
Provide constants, variables, and the default class factory.
- MdEntity…: These components are instantiated and work for a
specific database entity. These include the controllers and views for
entity panes and grids which can be nested into framesets managed
by the entity controller, a generic entity table providing all database
functions, and classes for entity reports.
- MdWindow…: Components that provide and manage the outer window
common to all Master-Detail windows, with command buttons and
status area at the top or on the right (other variants can easily be
added by the developer), as well as the Master-Detail window
context superclass and the MasterStudio component store (described
in chapters 2.4.2 and 5.4.5).

Manager Folder

1.3.4

- MdManager…: Manager classes add functionality to Master-Detail
windows, to the entity lists they manage, to their individual records,
and to their individual database columns. MasterStudio uses
standard Omnis lists that are defined from the table superclass.
Rather than coding all of MasterStudio's advanced features into the
table superclass, work is delegated by the table superclass to the list
manager, record manager, and fields manager.
PlanBoard Classes

PlanBoard classes, found in the MoPlanBoardClasses library,
implement components of the PlanBoard framework, which sits on top
of the MasterStudio foundation layer. PlanBoard provides a number of
—largely interdependent— components that allows us to quickly and
easily build interactive graphical scheduling applications.
PlanBoard is a prime example of the level of complexity that can be
managed by MasterStudio's foundation layer, where complex windows
are divided into easily managed subwindows. In PlanBoard, each
resource line is a separate subwindow, managed by a hierarchy of
controller instances. The following screen shot shows a PlanBoard
window that consists of two resource scroll areas tiled below each other.
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PlanBoard for Omnis Studio, showing two resource scroll areas
MasterStudio comes with an unregistered version of PlanBoard and
shares the same demo library. A separate license must be purchased to
deploy PlanBoard applications. See
http://www.masterobject.com/planboard for details. Detailed
information about PlanBoard is found in the
PlanBoard Developer Manual.
1.3.5

Development Classes

Library MoDevelopmentClasses.lbs contains additional classes that
are only used for development purposes. This library is never deployed
to end users. It currently holds the following classes:
- MoControllersView: This window is used to view and debug the
MasterStudio controller hierarchy. It can be opened from the Debug
Controllers option in the MasterStudio menu of the demo application.
- ToolMsDeveloper1: This task class adds the "MasterStudio Developer
Menu" toggle option to the Omnis Studio IDE as an Add-On. When
chosen, this option toggles the "MS" menu, which contains various
developer functions.
1
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- MsDeveloper*: These classes implement the various MasterStudio
developer tools.
- ToolMsComponentStore1: This task class is used to add the
MasterStudio Component Store to the Omnis Studio IDE as an AddOn. See chapter 5.4.5.

1.4

Master-Detail Window Features
This chapter describes the user features that are common to all windows
built using MasterStudio's "Master-Detail" framework layer (introduced
in chapter 1.3.3).

! Examples and screen shots in this chapter were derived from the
MasterStudio demo application. See chapter 1.2.3 for instructions on
how to launch the demo application.
1.4.1
Opening and
Closing a Window

Viewing

When a Master-Detail window is opened for the first time, it opens in
the top-left corner of the user's screen. By default, MasterStudio
windows remember the position and size at which the user closes them,
so they will re-open at the coordinates the user left them. Developers
can control positioning and sizing of MasterStudio windows. See
$openWindow in chapter 4.3.7.
A window can be closed using its close box or the default keyboard
shortcut for your platform (e.g. on the Mac, a window is closed using
<Command>-W). A pick list can also be closed by double-clicking one of
its records.

Tabbing

When viewing records, the user can use the <Tab> key to move the
cursor through them. By default, MasterStudio pane selectors (tab
panes) will automatically switch to the next pane when the user tabs out
of the last field in the previous pane. If the user Shift-tabs out of the first
field in a tabbed pane, the cursor is automatically placed into the last
field of the previous pane. This default behavior can be switched off for
individual panes.
By default, when a user tabs out of the last field of a Master-Detail
entity, MasterStudio activates the next record. When the user Shift-tabs
out of the first field in a record, the last field of the previous record is
selected. This default behavior can be switched off per entity.

Resizing

By default, Master-Detail windows are resizable and do not have
vertical or horizontal scrollbars. To change any of the window's settings,
subclass MasterStudio's corresponding window class and assign the
appropriate attributes to your subclass (such as $growbox, etc).
Panes in complex windows using framesets (described in chapter 4.7) can
be resized by holding the cursor on their border.

1
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Normally, a MasterStudio window context (the window's controller)
remains open when a window is closed. When the window is reopened, it appears immediately and still shows the data that was
previously fetched from the database. To force a window to destroy its
window context and subcontrollers, hold the <Shift> and <Ctrl> keys
while closing it (<Shift> and <Command> on the Mac).

! If an entity uses "pessimistic record locking" (see chapter 5.3.1),
MasterStudio automatically checks whether a window is still
displaying the latest database data as soon as the user starts editing a
record. If the record is no longer current, it is re-fetched from the
database automatically (refreshed).
It is possible to refresh selected records displayed in a window by rightclicking and choosing Refresh Record from the context menu. Note that
the Refresh command is not available if one or more records are being
edited. Users must save or cancel their current modifications before
refreshing.

Context menu on an MD Grid

! If you do not want the Refresh command to appear in the context menu
of your entity, return kFalse from the $showRefresh entity
delegate template attribute (see chapter 5.2.2).
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You can allow users to open any subwindow ("pane") in a new window.
This allows users to view any subwindow "full screen" and even to open
a "tabbed pane" in a new window. Users can thus work with multiple
tabbed panes at the same time.
A pane can be opened in a new window by selecting the corresponding
option from the context menu, or by typing Control/Command-O when
the focus is inside of it.

1.4.2

Selecting and Sorting

In a Master-Detail Grid window, multiple records can be selected by
holding the <Shift> or <Ctrl> keys (<Command> on the Mac) when
clicking on records.

Shift-click to multi-select; Option-click to enter "Entry mode"
Depending on developer preferences for the grid (see chapter 5.4.2), it
can be toggled into "Entry mode" by Control/Option-clicking in one of
its cells, or by pressing the <Return> key.
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Multiple selected records in "Entry mode"
MasterStudio grids allow users to select multiple records even while the
grid is in "entry mode", by <Shift> or <Ctrl>-clicking in the left
margin.
To leave "entry mode" and return to "selection mode", press the <Esc>
key. In "selection mode", you can jump to a specific record by typing the
first character(s) of its meaningful column.

Sorting

By default, Master-Detail lists are sorted by the value of their
meaningful column or by the columns indicated using <SORT> elements
in the database schema (see chapter 5.3.1).
Users can sort Master-Detail grids by single-clicking on individual
column headers. Sort order (ascending or descending) is toggled by
repeatedly clicking on the sorted column.
Multiple columns can be included in the sort (or removed from the sort)
by holding the <Shift> key and clicking on the additional columns.
If no sorting column is specified, records are sorted by the primary key
column defined in their schema class.

1.4.3

Searching

Master-Detail windows can either fetch their list automatically ("static
lists"), or enter Find mode when they are first opened, allowing the user
to specify various search criteria. This is under developer control, as
described under "Find mode" in chapter 5.1.1.
After activating Find mode, users enter search values and hit the Start
Search button. Mandatory or display-only fields automatically become
regular entry fields as long as Find mode is active, allowing users to
specify search values to let MasterStudio perform a "query by example".
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In Find mode, each record is preceded by a search options button
allowing each row in the list to represent search values that are
evaluated as follows to the previous row: And Equals, Or Equals, Not
Equal To, And Larger Than, and And Smaller Than.

The search options button before each row allows the user to add or
remove additional search criteria rows.

! Note that users cannot search for a single quote ('). In search queries,
the single quote is automatically replaced by an underscore (_).
By entering an exclamation mark (!) into a field in Find mode, a user
can specify that MasterStudio must find records where the
corresponding column is empty.

! The ! character is the default value for constant
MdConstants.kMdFindEmptyString, and can thus be changed
easily by subclassing the class factory or by overwriting the constant at
application startup. See chapter 5.1.2.
Users can also search
"larger than" and "smaller
than" values of individual
fields. This is done by
typing the > or <
character, or by choosing
the appropriate option
from the context menu.
When this option is
chosen, the entry field is
split into two halves. The
upper half is used to enter
the "from" value, the
lower half is used to enter
the "to" value. Users can type both values, to have MasterStudio search
for records in a range.
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After typing a from-value and leaving the field, the field style is
changed to "green slanted stripes". After typing an until-value, the field
shows "red slanted stripes". After entering a range, the field contains
vertical blue stripes.

! See chapter 6.3.3 for more information about MasterStudio field styles.
The Clear Command

This command, which only appears if Find mode is available, is used to
clear rows from the display list (without deleting the records from the
database), or to erase search values in Find mode. Refer to the tooltip on
this button for additional options (such as erasing the entire list at once
using the <Shift> key).

The Find Command

This button activates Find mode. In Find mode, the Save button changes
to Start Search: Hitting <Enter> activates searching. After records are
found, View mode is activated. The Cancel Find button is used to exit
from Find mode and return to View mode. This restores the previous
list.

The Append
Command

In Find mode, the main list is cleared. If any records were present in the
list before entering Find mode, then an additional Append button
appears. To replace records already in the list by a new record set,
simply hit Start Search or <Enter>. To add newly found records to the
existing list, hit the Append button or use <Shift>-<Enter>. Note that
the Append button has a tooltip that shows the number of records that
were displayed before activating Find mode.

1.4.4

Inserting, Updating, and Deleting

When users start modifying a record, a Master-Detail window leaves
Viewing mode and enters Editing mode (described in chapter 5.1.1).
If a developer wants the window to behave "modelessly", the user can
simply start typing to edit a record's values. If the window is defined to
have "modal" behavior (see chapter 5.3.1), the user must click on the
"Edit" button before modifications are allowed. If the user starts
modifying a record before clicking on "Edit", the following warning
dialog appears:

Dialog that appears in a "modal" Master-Detail window
Master-Detail grids implement "smart list"-like behavior, where users
can make any number of modifications to records before committing
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them to the database (by clicking the "Save" button or pressing
<Enter>). Each modification is indicated by a small icon in the left
margin of Master-Detail grids:

Record State Icons
Modifications can be undone by clicking the "Cancel" button or by
hitting the <Esc> key. If any new records were inserted or existing
records were modified, the following warning message is displayed:

Users can also right-click individual records and revert them using the
context menu:

Undoing a single modification
Inserting a Record

Deleting Records
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A new record is created by typing it into the last line of a Master-Detail
grid. The cursor can be placed into the last line by typing <Ctrl>-i (or
<Command>-i on the Mac).
A record is marked to be deleted by selecting one or more records and
then clicking on the "Delete" button or by pressing the <Delete> key (or
<Command>-<Backspace> on the Mac). The delete function is a toggle:
The deletion can be undone by executing the delete command again.
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If a record is marked for deletion by using the keyboard, the following
warning message is displayed:

1.4.5
Copying Records

Moving and Copying using Drag & Drop

It is possible to copy one or more selected detail records to one or more
master records by dragging them onto the master grid. This feature is
automatically enabled after you set $dragmode of the detail grid to
kDragData and set $dropmode of the master grid to kAcceptGrid. To
copy detail records, users must hold the <Ctrl> key (on Mac:
<Option>) before dragging. This feature is enabled in the demo
application's Employee Management window.

If no key is held down, the detail records, including any sub detail
records they contain, are moved to the other master record.
MasterStudio will obey all delegate methods before copying: The copy
is only allowed if the user can insert records into the detail list. Delegate
attribute $mayCopyDetailToLine can be used to disallow copying
and/or moving of detail records, even if the detail list is dragable.
Copying Fields
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Users may also copy individual fields from one record to any number of
other records. This is achieved by selecting a number of records in the
grid and then dragging a value onto the selected records. Developers
control which columns can be copied through the <COPY/> element in
the schema class.
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Quick Start Tutorial
This section is a “tutorial” for creating a fully functional window. This
section does not go very far in explaining what goes on under the hood.
For an explanation of the powerful concepts that make this work, read
chapter [3].

What you'll build

This section guides you through the steps needed to create a fully
functional Master-Detail (MD) window. The resulting window allows
you to manage Departments and their Employees. The result will look
like this:

Quick Start Departments Window (Windows XP left, Mac OS X right)
See chapter 2.10.2 for enlarged screen shots.
Although you will create the entire window from scratch, it is assumed
that you use part of the supplied demo application: You will open your
newly created window from the existing demo menu, using the demo
application's database session.
Overview of
required steps

In order to create your first window, you'll first open the supplied demo
application. Then, you'll create a new library that will contain your new
classes. You'll create two schema classes that contain the database
columns for Departments and Employees. Creating these schema classes
is by far the hardest part of this Quick Start.
You'll create a window class (based on a complex grid) that will be used
to display the Departments list. You'll then create a special “entity
delegate”, in which you associate the grid you created with the
Departments schema. This will allow framework to open the
Departments window.
Once you have the working Departments window, you'll create a
separate pane in which users can edit a long Department description
and see each department's primary key number. After adding a line to
your entity delegate, the framework opens your window containing two
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side-by-side panes: One containing the Departments list; the other
containing the description field.
The steps needed to create the Employees grid (which will be nested
into the Departments window) will prove to be exactly the same as
those needed to create the Departments grid. By adding a single line of
code to the Departments entity delegate, you'll tell MasterStudio to
open the Employees entity in a third pane of the Departments window.
Expected
knowledge
As slow as “quick”
can be

More info

2.1

Chapter 1.2.6 explains the knowledge level required to understand this
manual. To successfully complete this tutorial, however, you only need
to know your way around the Omnis Studio IDE.
The steps presented in this tutorial are slower than what your usual
development speed will be. In this section, you create all objects from
scratch, including the database. When you develop MasterStudio
windows, you typically copy existing database schemas and reuse or
existing Omnis windows and menus.
Where appropriate, references are included to corresponding chapters
in later sections of the manual.

Open the Demo Application
After unpacking the supplied .Zip file, you
will end up with a folder similar to the one
shown on the right. The folder contains a
main demo library and an OmnisSQL data
file used to store data entered into the
demo application. The MasterStudio1
folder contains framework libraries
supplied by Master Object Consultancy.
The DemoModules folder contains libraries
used by the demo application.

2.1.1

Open the Main Library

To get started, launch the demo application by double-clicking the
DemoLibrary.lbs file. This also opens libraries from the
MasterStudio2 folder.

! The main library has a Startup_Task that contains some code to
open a separate Omnis task instance called the “root context”.
MasterStudio classes (including the applications you create) are
managed by the root context and can be located in any library file. See
chapter 4.3.5 for more information about the root context.
Once all framework libraries are open, the Startup_Task opens a demo
application, which in turn opens all libraries stored in the DemoModules
folder. The demo application will install a Demo menu and a
MasterStudio menu.
1
2
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If your copy of MasterStudio 2.x has not been registered, you will be
prompted to enter your registration details. You may also elect to click
the "Demo" button. This will leave most MasterStudio classes locked,
but you will still be able to go through this "Quick Start".

! Demo mode may only be used for evaluation. To develop applications
using MasterStudio classes, you must purchase a MasterStudio
Developer License.

After loading all libraries and classes, a welcome message appears. To
accept the Developer License, click the Accept button. This button will
no longer appear the next time you start the demo application on the
same computer.

Initial Splash Screen

! Note that the next time you open the demo application, the dialog tells
you when it was last used. MasterStudio remembers settings by
storing them in a local preferences folder, not in the library itself.
Storing the time of last use is just one example of this. The framework
also remembers file locations, window positions, grid column widths,
etc. Chapter 4.5.9 tells you more about how and where preferences are
stored.
2.1.2

Adjust Omnis Studio Browser Settings

If you haven't done so already, we recommend that you change the
Studio Browser's settings by using its View menu. Activate Details and
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Single Window Mode. MasterStudio libraries may contain hundreds of
classes that are most easily managed in a list. To easily find libraries and
classes, we also recommend that you sort them by name. Once the
framework is loaded, the Omnis Studio Browser looks as shown below.

After changing the view options, right-click and choose "Save Window
Setup" so that the Studio Browser remembers your sorting order and
column width preferences.

! Chapter 6.1 tells you more about naming conventions used for libraries
and classes in MasterStudio.
2.1.3

Logon to the Database

From the Database hierarchical menu in the Demo menu, choose Log
On. The first time you do this, the demo application asks you to point to
the location of its data file. Navigate to the DemoDatabase.df1 file and
click Log On. You can also drag the appropriate Omnis data file from
the desktop into the login panel, or manually type its path.

Click Select… to navigate to a different folder,
or drag the data file into the login panel
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Create Your Own Library
Apart from storing classes in the main library (in this case,
DemoLibrary), MasterStudio allows you to manage your classes in any
number of sub libraries. The framework automatically loads libraries
from the MasterStudio1 folder, which you are not supposed to use for
your own files. Rather, each application has its own (optional)
$subfolderName attribute, specifying a folder that is automatically
opened when the application is launched. MasterStudio finds sub
folders if they are located in the same location as the main library, or if
they are located in the same location as the Omnis Studio executable.

! Although often you'll use MasterStudio to create and run stand-alone
applications, the framework allows you to open multiple applications at
the same time (in the same Omnis runtime instance). Chapter 4.3.6
tells you more about MasterStudio applications and their properties.
Rather than creating an application from scratch, this Quick Start
assumes that you'll use the existing demo application and its menus.
The Demo menu is the main menu of the demo application, containing
general application functions and PlanBoard demo classes, all stored in
the DemoApplicationClasses library. The MasterStudio menu
contains examples of Master-Detail windows, classes of which are
stored in the DemoMasterDetailClasses library. Each menu includes
functions that need the database. So database-specific classes are stored
in a separate library called DemoDatabaseClasses.

! Here, we assume that you'll create a new library. You can also use an
existing library, as long as you make sure its properties are set
correctly (described in chapter 2.2.2 below). Chapter 4.2.2 tells you
more about MasterStudio libraries.
2.2.1

Create New Library

To create your own Quick Start library, choose New… from the Omnis
Studio Browser library menu and navigate to the DemoModules folder.
Then type QuickStartClasses.lbs for the library name and click
Save.

Creating a new library on Windows XP (left) and Mac OS X (right)
2.2.2

Adjust Library Properties
1
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Once you've created your library, press
<F6> to adjust some of its properties in the
Prefs tab, as indicated on the right. First,
make sure that the library's $defaultname
is QuickStartClasses. This ensures that
your classes can always be found, even if
someone changes the name of your library
file.
Although it's not a strict requirement, we
recommend that you switch on
$uniquefieldnames.
Set $canfocusbuttons to kNoFocus. This
ensures that your windows show
consistent behavior between Windows and
Mac OS platforms. Note that MasterStudio
still allows you to switch button focus on
for individual windows or sub windows.
You can set $startuptaskname to empty, because your library will not
have any Startup_Task.
Set $iconlib to MoBaseClasses. This makes MasterStudio icons
available to classes in your library. Alternatively, you can copy the
#ICONS System Class from the MoBaseClasses library into your own
library.
Finally, switch $keyevents and
$rmouseevents in the Action tab to
kTrue. These are the only action attributes
that are assumed to be on. Other event
types, including regular mouse events
and status events, can be managed per
individual window or window object.
Leaving these global library properties off
results in better performance.
2.2.3

Copy #STYLES System Table

MasterStudio makes extensive use of Omnis field styles to maintain a
consistent look and feel between windows. Apart from default styles
supplied by TigerLogic (field styles starting with Ctrl), MasterStudio
offers additional styles whose names start with Mo.
To ensure that framework styles are available for use in your library,
open the MoBaseClasses library in the Omnis Studio Browser and drag
the #STYLES table from the System Classes folder into your
QuickStartClasses library.
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Click Yes when prompted to overwrite the existing #STYLES table
2.2.4

Remove Startup Task

Delete class Startup_Task,
which was automatically
created by Omnis Studio.
2.2.5

Test Loading of your
Library

You can now test whether
MasterStudio correctly loads
your library by closing main
library DemoLibrary. Click
Quit (Mac OS) or Exit
(Windows) when prompted
whether the demo application
should close. MasterStudio closes all of its libraries. Also close the new
QuickStartClasses library so that no classes are left open.

! Because of a bug in the new Omnis Studio 4.1 Browser, when using
Omnis Studio 4.1, closing the application by clicking "Close Library"
hyperlink may not work. When using Studio 4.1, quit the application
by closing it from the menu or by using the keyboard.
Now, after you re-launch the main library (DemoLibrary) by doubleclicking it, all libraries are reopened, including the one you just created.
Each time a library is opened, MasterStudio automatically scans it so it
knows where to find your classes. From now on, you will never need to
worry about the name of your libraries. Classes used by MasterStudio,
including the ones you create, are uniquely identified by their name and
their version number.

! Chapter 4.2 describes how libraries and classes are located and
managed by the Class Broker object.

2.3

Create the Database Schema
In this Quick Start, you create a window that manages Departments and
Employees. In MasterStudio, these are called entities. Your window will
display Departments as the master entity, and Employees as the detail
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entity. In this chapter, we'll create two Omnis schema classes that hold
column definitions for these entities.
2.3.1

Create Schema Classes

! In this tutorial you will create schema classes manually. This may
seem like a tedious process, but it shows you that MasterStudio works
with standard Omnis schema classes. If you currently use your own
wizards, or automatically generate Omnis schema classes from your
SQL database, you will find it very easy to adapt them for use in
MasterStudio.
Open the QuickStartClasses library in the Studio Browser. In the
Class menu, choose New>Schema (in Omnis Studio 4, click on "New
Class" and then click "Schema").
Type QsDepartmentsSchema for the class name. Repeat this step to
create another schema called QsEmployeesSchema.

! Even though MasterStudio allows you to manage classes in a logical
library structure, we still recommend that you prefix class names with
a unique acronym that describes your application or module (in this
case, Qs for Quick Start). Chapter 6.1.4 contains detailed information
about class naming conventions.
Essential class
properties

After creating the schema classes,
select both of them in the browser
and press <F6> to open the Property
Manager. Change two attributes as
shown on the right.
There are two criteria a class must
meet for it to be usable within
MasterStudio. First, the class broker
will only consider classes that contain
an <MO> XML tag in their description.
Second, make sure that you set the
$external attribute of your class so
it can be used in a multi-library
environment.

Setting server table
names

2.3.2
Employees schema
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Double-click each schema class and
fill in the server table name field. For
this Quick Start, we suggest using
QS_EMPLOYEES and QS_DEPARTMENTS,
respectively. You may also enter these
table names using $servertablename in
the property manager.
Add Schema Columns

Add the following columns to the
Employees schema. Don't forget to set
the primary key column to kTrue for
EMP_SEQ. In the description field, enter
<MS></MS> as an empty XML element to
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which you'll add additional column attributes in a moment.

! As explained in chapter 3.2.2, MasterStudio uses XML markup for
framework attributes that aren't part of Omnis Studio's built-in
classes. Please remember that XML elements are case sensitive and
that an opening tag <TAG> must always be followed by a closing tag
</TAG>, unless the element ends in a slash <TAG/>.
Departments
schema

2.3.3

Add the following columns to the Departments schema. Don't forget to
set the primary key column to kTrue for DPT_SEQ. Again, in the
description field, enter <MS></MS>.

Add XML Column Properties

MasterStudio allows you to add a number of XML-formatted attributes
to each schema column. MD windows automatically adjust their
behavior depending on these XML elements. By entering model-specific
(=database-specific) information into the schema class, you don't need
to enter it anywhere else. Even if you use the same schema in multiple
windows, reports, etc.

! See chapter 3.2.2 for more information about XML and the way it is
handled in MasterStudio.
Prompts/labels
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For each column, you specify a string to be used in dialog prompts and
for window labels. To do this, enter the text label between <PROMPT>
and </PROMPT> tags. Note that the text must be between quotes. You
can alternatively use a valid Omnis calculation (for a calculation to be
valid, it may only access global variables, appropriate task variables, or
built-in functions).
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For most columns, you only enter a single text in the <PROMPT> element.
For the primary key column, you should enter two comma-separated
strings (with no spaces in between): The first string should be the entity
name in singular form. The second string is the entity's name in plural
form.

Employees schema with additional XML column attributes
Display-only fields

Default sort order

Add a <DISPLAY/> element to each key column (sequence), signifying
that corresponding fields must be display-only. These fields will only be
enterable in Find mode.
You can use the <SORT> element to define a default sorting order for
records fetched from the database. Here, we enter 1 for an Employee's
last name and 2 for an Employee's first name.

Mandatory columns

Add a <MANDATORY/> element to the last name column. This forces users
to enter a value into the column before records can be saved. Also,
mandatory fields automatically use an appropriate field style (with a
yellow field background in the default theme).

Foreign key joins

For a foreign key relationship, you add a <JOIN>SqlClassName</JOIN>
element, including the name of the schema class that contains the
corresponding primary key. In this case, the EMP_DPT_SEQ column
contains a join to the Departments schema. MasterStudio automatically
binds the foreign key to the primary key of the other schema (in this
case, DPT_SEQ).

Departments schema with additional XML column attributes
Meaningful columns
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Add a <MEANINGFUL/> element to the department name column. When
displaying messages to the user, MasterStudio will use the value in this
column, instead of using the primary key:
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! This Quick Start doesn't use all possible schema field attributes. A
listing of schema field XML elements is found in chapters 4.5.5 and
5.3.1. Class MdEntitySchemaTemplate in library
MoMasterDetailClasses contains XML elements used by MasterDetail classes as a quick reference. See class
MoDatabaseSchemaTemplate for an overview of elements used in
the foundation framework layer.
2.3.4

Create the Database

In this step, we'll create physical database tables in the OmnisSQL data
file. We'll also populate each table with some data that you'll later view
and manage using the finished window.
Make sure that you are still logged on to the database file. Open the
Tables list for the session in the tree list under SQL Browser.
Drag your schema classes from the QuickStartClasses library into the
Tables window. This creates the actual database tables.
QS_DEPARTMENTS and QS_EMPLOYEES now appear in the tables list.
Insert some sample
data

From the table pane, choose Interactive SQL. Execute the following
SQL commands and verify that you successfully inserted some
Departments and Employees:
insert
insert
insert
select
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into QS_DEPARTMENTS values (1,'Accounting','Finance etc.')
into QS_DEPARTMENTS values (2,'IT','Software Development')
into QS_DEPARTMENTS values (3,'Sales','Sales & Marketing')
* from QS_DEPARTMENTS
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into QS_EMPLOYEES values
into QS_EMPLOYEES values
into QS_EMPLOYEES values
into QS_EMPLOYEES values
into QS_EMPLOYEES values
into QS_EMPLOYEES values
* from QS_EMPLOYEES

(1,1,'John','Doe',2000)
(2,1,'Jane','Doe',2000)
(3,1,'Fred','Anderson',2000)
(4,3,'Bill','Gates',16000)
(5,3,'Steve','Jobs',1)
(6,2,'Avie','Tevanian',1)

Create a Departments Entity Grid Pane
In this step, you'll create the “view” that is used to display and manage
Departments. The view is a simple Omnis Studio window class that
includes some code that it inherits from its superclass.

2.4.1

Create an Entity Grid Window Subclass

Select the QuickStartClasses library in the Studio Browser's tree list.
Click on Class Wizard, then Window, and then Subclasses. Finally,
click on MdEntityGridSuperclass:

Change the class name into QsDepartmentsGrid.
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After creating the window class, select it
in the Studio Browser and press <F6> to
open the Property Manager. Like you did
for the schema classes, change the
attributes as shown on the right.
Add an <MO> XML tag in the
$description. Make sure that you set
the $external attribute. And override
(by right-mouse clicking) coordinates
$top, $left, $height and $width. This
ensures that the framework can nest your
window into other windows with an
appropriate size, instead of the size fixed
into the superclass.

2.4.2

Copy Default Complex Grid

Now you're ready to add a complex grid
to your window. Although, theoretically,
you can create such a complex grid from
scratch (the only real requirement is that
its name is MdGrid), it is much easier to
copy it from an existing window.
Reusable objects for MD windows are
derived from class MdWindowComponentStore in the
MoMasterDetailClasses library.

! It is possible to copy reusable objects into the main Omnis component
store library. This Quick Start assumes that you haven't done so and
leaves the default Omnis Studio component store untouched.
The "MasterStudio Component Store" is automatically installed as an
“Add-On Tool” so it is easily accessible from the Omnis Studio IDE.

Opening the MasterStudio Component Store
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Opening the MasterStudio Component Store
(Omnis Studio 4 Add-On Tools toolbar option)

! Note that the Add-On Tool opens a copy of class
MdWindowComponentStore. If you accidentally change anything in
the component store window, simply close and reopen it.

MasterStudio Component Store
At the top of the MasterStudio Component Store is a complete complex
grid that you can simply drag into the Departments grid window. Note
that its name must remain MdGrid. The complex grid has kEFclient for
its $edgefloat attribute, so the grid automatically fills the entire grid
area.
Please Note!
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! When you drag the complex grid out of the MasterStudio Component
Store window, make sure that you don't accidentally drag its
container, sbMdGridContainer. The complex grid is positioned in a
scroll box so that its $edgefloat can be kEFclient, even though it
doesn't occupy the entire Component Store window.
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Modify and Add Grid Fields

Once you've added the complex grid to your window, remove the
multi-line entry field, efGridMultiLineEntry. To select the field, you
may need to <Ctrl>-click it first (Command-click on the Mac). Then, drag
the single-line entry field efGridEntryField from the second column
into the first column. Rename it into efDepartmentName.
The $text attribute of both the entry field and the sort button must be
changed to the database column name, in this case, DPT_NAME. As usual,
you can use the <F9> Catalog to easily find schema column names.
Since this first grid window will only have one field, you should remove
the second column (containing a checkbox) from the complex grid, and
change its $columns attribute to 2. Also, remove the hyperlink button
(with the magnifying glass icon) next to the sort button in the first
column. Your window class should now look like the following screen
shot.

! The objects you drag from the MasterStudio Component Store window
are standard Omnis fields that have predefined attributes and (usually)
a single line of code in their $construct method. Chapter 4.5.5 tells you
how these window objects work, so you can create them yourself. For
example, an entry field must contain the following line of code in its
$construct method:
Quit method
$ctask.$mdManagerFields().$registerEntryField($cfield)

2.5

Create a Departments Entity Delegate
You have now done enough work for MasterStudio to open a fully
functional window managing Departments. The only thing left to do, is
to specify a title for your window and to tell the framework that it
should use the QsDepartmentsSchema schema class and the
QsDepartmentsGrid grid pane. Instead of including all this information
as parameters, you do this by creating a separate entity delegate class.

2.5.1

Create the Entity Delegate Subclass

Open the QuickStartClasses library in the Studio Browser.
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Create a subclass of MdEntityDelegateSuperclass in your library,
naming it QsDepartmentsDelegate.

Essential class
properties

Just like when you created the other classes, press <F6> to open the
Property Manager. Enter <MO></MO> into the $desc attribute, and set
$external to kTrue.

! This requirement goes for all classes used with MasterStudio. If you
forget either the <MO> tag or $external, then you'll receive a “Class
not found” error message when the class is used for the first time. This
is a good time to re-verify that all classes you created have the <MO>
tag and that they are all $external.
2.5.2

Override Departments Delegate Methods

Open the entity delegate subclass you just created
(QsDepartmentsDelegate). You'll see a bunch of superclass delegate
methods that exist for you to override as needed. For this Quick Start,
you'll only need to override three methods:
$sqlClassName

Right-click the $sqlClassName method and choose Override Method.
Then, enter the following line of code:
Quit method 'QsDepartmentsSchema'

! Note that the name of your schema class is case sensitive here!
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Next, override the $paneName method, and enter the following line:
Quit method 'Quick Start Departments Window'

You can return any name that you'd like for your window.
$initFrameset

Finally, you'll tell the framework how your window should look. You
do this by overriding the $initFrameset method, and entering the
following line of code:
Do iPaneControllerRef.$addPaneForFrame(1,1,
'QsDepartmentsGrid','MdEntityGridControllerGeneric',iObjectPath)

Note that these strings are also case sensitive. The superclass method
has a "template" comment that you can use to easily "fill in the blanks",
after which you can uncomment the line.

! This is all that is needed to create a simple MasterStudio window.
$addPaneForFrame tells the framework to ”open the Departments
grid in pane 1 of frame 1, using a generic entity grid controller with
this delegate instance (the notation path to which is iObjectPath)”.
This is further explained in chapters 5.2 (about MD Entity
Controllers) and 4.7 (about Framesets).
See chapter 3.2.1 for a detailed explanation of the delegation concept.

2.6

Open the Departments Window
You are now ready to open the Departments window, by adding a
menu option that opens the window.

2.6.1

Add a Menu Line to the MasterStudio Menu

While holding the <Shift> key, select any option from the installed
MasterStudio menu. This opens the method editor for the
corresponding menu class. Press <F3> to edit the menu class. Add a
new menu line with $text “Quick Start Departments”. Then, add the
following code to its $event method:
Quit method MdClassFactory.$entityContextForClass(
'QsDepartmentsDelegate').$openWindow()

! This method tells the “Master-Detail Class Factory” to open a new
window context, using your delegate class as its entity delegate. The
resulting window context is then instructed to open its view using
$openWindow(). More information about MD window contexts is
found in chapter 5.1. Window contexts in general are explained in
chapter 4.3.7. The MD class factory is explained in chapter 5.1.3.
2.6.2

Test Your Departments Window

Before you can see the results of your work, you should first close
library DemoLibrary and re-open it so that a new menu instance is
created. Once you've restarted the demo application, you can test your
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window by opening it from the menu line you created. The window
should look similar to the following.

Departments Grid

! If your window doesn't open, the most likely cause is a misspelled class
name. An error message usually tells you what's wrong.
If you don't even receive an error message, you can set a “Break on
field change” on the Omnis #ERRCODE field (found under the Hash tab
of the Catalog). This will cause Omnis to enter the debugger as soon as
it interprets invalid notation.
You can also set the $reportnotationerrors library preference.
Omnis will break into the debugger as soon as it encounters a notation
error.

2.7

Add an Entity Pane
In this chapter, you'll add a second pane to the Departments window,
enabling users to enter a long description for each department. The pane
also shows each department's primary key number.

2.7.1

Create an Entity Pane Subclass

Open the QuickStartClasses library in the Studio Browser. Create a
subclass of MdEntityPaneSuperclass named QsDepartmentsPane.

! This is similar to the steps in chapter 2.4.1, except here we're using the
MD entity pane superclass, rather than its --more complex-- grid
subclass. An entity pane is intended for fields that belong to a single
record. An entity grid is intended for managing multiple records.
Technically, a grid is also a pane, so they have many things in
common.
Essential class
properties
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After creating the window class, select it in the browser and press <F6>
to open the Property Manager. Just like you did for the Departments
grid, enter an <MO> XML tag in the $description. Make sure that you
set the $external attribute. Finally, override (by right-mouse clicking)
coordinates $top, $left, $height and $width.
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Copy Field Prototypes

Double-click the QsDepartmentsPane window you just created, as well
as MdWindowComponentStore from the MoMasterDetailClasses
library. Drag a multi-line entry field as well as an entry field from the
MasterStudio Component Store window into your pane. These fields
are grouped with text fields to their left, containing a calculation that
yields appropriate field prompts that you entered into the schema class.
Enter the column names into these calculations (which become
[iMdP('DPT_DESCRIPTION')] and [iMdP('DPT_SEQ')]).
Give the entry fields
appropriate names (such as
mlDescription and
efSequence), and change their
$text attribute into
DPT_DESCRIPTION and
DPT_SEQ, respectively. The
window now looks similar to
the screen shot on the right.
Note that MasterStudio dynamically changes the field style of your
entry fields, depending on whether they are mandatory, display-only,
etc. These field styles don't influence the $effect attribute, so you
retain full control over the look of field borders. In a complex grid, you
may want to give entry fields kBorderNone, where on a pane
kBorderCtrlEdit is more appropriate.
If you want, you can set the $edgefloat attribute for the entry fields so
they resize themselves with the window border.

! MasterStudio does not impose restrictions on how you align window
fields. See chapter 6.3 for general user interface guidelines that will
help you maintain a consistent look and feel that matches the layout of
standard framework windows.
2.7.3

Add Pane to Departments Frameset

To activate the new Departments pane you just created, add the
following line to the $initFrameset method of
QsDepartmentsDelegate:
$initFrameset

Do iPaneControllerRef.$addPaneForFrame(2,1,
'QsDepartmentsPane','MdEntityPaneControllerGeneric',iObjectPath)

! This second $addPaneForFrame tells the framework to ”open the
Departments pane in pane 1 of frame 2, using a generic entity pane
controller with this delegate instance (the notation path to which is
iObjectPath)”.
$framesetInitExpanded

Override the $framesetInitExpanded method and enter the following
line of code:
Quit method kFalse
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Test Your Departments Window

The Departments window should open as follows after selecting your
menu option:

Frameset showing Departments Grid and Departments Pane

! It is possible that you do not see any changes to the window. Once a
window's controllers are instantiated, they will remain open. Reopening the window simply makes the "view" visible to the user, but
does not re-open any of the underlying controllers, does not re-query
the database, does not re-read the definitions from the schema class,
and does not re-evaluate $initFrameset in the entity delegate. This
means that even very complex windows built in MasterStudio will reopen themselves very quickly.
If you make modifications to existing classes (for instance, if you
change a column in a schema class, or if you change code in an entity
delegate), then you can force an MD window to completely refresh
itself by holding the Ctrl (on Mac: Command) and Shift keys while you
close the window. This forces an MD window to destruct its window
context (task) and its subcontrollers. Alternatively, you can also
choose Log Off from the database menu. This forces all MD windows
to destruct themselves.

2.8

Create a Detail Grid
In this chapter, you'll create a second entity grid, this time for
Employees.

2.8.1

Copy the Departments Grid

The fastest way to create the Employees grid, is to duplicate the
Departments grid. In the Studio Browser, right-click class
QsDepartmentsGrid, duplicate it, and rename the duplicate into
QsEmployeesGrid. Since you are creating a new class, you do not need
to Find and Replace occurrences of the class copy:
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Modify and Add Employee Grid Fields

Double-click QsEmployeesGrid, and set attribute $columns of its
complex grid to 4. Then, duplicate the existing entry field into the other
columns by control- (Mac OS: option-) dragging. Do the same for the
sort button. Finally, modify the $text attribute of these objects so it
corresponds to the appropriate EMP_ column names in the Employees
schema for first name, last name and salary. The Employees grid should
now look as follows:

Employees Grid

2.9

Create the Detail Entity Delegate
Like you did for the Departments entity in chapter 2.5, you'll create an
entity delegate subclass for the Employees entity. The delegate tells
MasterStudio that it should use the Employees schema and the entity
grid you just created.

2.9.1

Create Entity Delegate Subclass

Open the QuickStartClasses library in the Studio Browser. Then
create a subclass of object MdEntityDelegateSuperclass. Name the
new entity delegate class QsEmployeesDelegate.
Essential class
properties
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Press <F6> to open the Property Manager. Enter <MO></MO> into the
$desc attribute, and set $external to kTrue.
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Override Employees Delegate Methods

Open the entity delegate subclass you just created
(QsEmployeesDelegate). For this Quick Start, you'll only need to
override two methods:
$sqlClassName

Right-click the $sqlClassName method and choose Override Method.
Then, enter the following line of code:
Quit method 'QsEmployeesSchema'

Note that the name of your schema class is case sensitive here!

$initFrameset

Override the $initFrameset method, and enter the following line of
code:
Do iPaneControllerRef.$addPaneForFrame(1,1,
'QsEmployeesGrid','MdEntityGridControllerGeneric',iObjectPath)

! Note that these strings are also case sensitive. The superclass method
has a "template" comment that you can use to easily "fill in the
blanks", after which you can uncomment the line.

2.10

Activate the Detail Entity
In the previous chapter, you created an entity delegate associating the
Employees grid to the Employees schema. You can theoretically open a
separate Employees window, just like you did for Departments in
chapter 2.6. Instead, in this chapter we'll enhance the Departments
delegate so that it opens the Employees delegate as a detail entity.

2.10.1

Add Detail Entity to Departments Frameset

Add a third line to the $initFrameset method of
QsDepartmentsDelegate:
$initFrameset
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Do iPaneControllerRef.$addPaneForFrame(3,1,
'QsEmployees','MdEntityController','QsEmployeesDelegate')
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Test Your Departments-Employees Window

Like you did in previous steps, try out your Departments window. It
should now have a third frame containing the Employees list for each
department. After resizing the frames to a comfortable width and
height, the window should look similar to this (note the visual
differences that MasterStudio manages between Mac and Windows):

Quick Start Departments Window (Mac OS X)

Quick Start Departments Window (Windows XP)
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Where to Go from Here
In this section, you've created a simple Master-Detail window by
creating schema classes, appropriate grid and pane views, and simple
delegate classes to bind these together. We recommend that you now
read section [3], which explains important concepts and design patterns
that are at the heart of MasterStudio's power.
Most of the actual work done by a MasterStudio window is
implemented in framework superclasses of which you created
subclasses. In the demo version of MasterStudio, most of these
superclasses are locked. Licensed developers receive fully unlocked
source code (except for the license manager).
Sections [4] and [5] of this manual explain the inner details of
MasterStudio's classes, as well as the other contexts, controllers,
managers and views that make up MasterStudio. These sections are not
intended to be read from start to finish, like this Quick Start was. Rather,
they offer a reference to interdependent functional areas. Classes
described in later chapters often depend on those explained in earlier
chapters.
To help you get a deep understanding of MasterStudio,
Master Object Consultancy has developed special training courses. It is
highly recommended that you attend the introductory one-week
training course before starting with advanced features explained in the
following chapters.
If you don't have a basic understanding of UML notation (Unified
Modeling Language), it is also a recommended learning subject.
Chapter 7.1 contains a UML class diagram for MasterStudio.
Understanding UML will help you read this class diagram, and thus
will help you understand the relationships between MasterStudio
framework components.
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